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Beginnings and Endings
In the middle of October, a dozen-plus-one of us got together to begin the Unitarian ‘Building Your Own Theology’ course. For ten weeks we have met in the
Schoolroom and/or Small Meeting Room on Monday afternoons. Not everyone
was able to continue to the end of the course and on occasions other commitments meant that a week had to be missed so I kept in touch between sessions.
On 16 December, we met earlier so that we could enjoy a bring and share
lunch before taking time to build small altars using objects brought from home:
a photo, a book, a poem, a pebble, something made, found or inherited. Anything that we wanted to bring to the group because it felt sacred or special and
represented in some small way our ‘theology’ - that was a word we started to
question very early on! We each had five minutes to share anything we wanted
to about our experience of BYOT or the personal credo we had been asked to
develop. The ‘I believe .... ’ , which is so much harder to put into words than the
‘Well, I don’t believe .. ‘ but we had gradually unpacked our ideas in the group,
in small groups or one to one, and spent time at home reflecting, thinking what
our ten commandments would be or writing haiku about the meaning of life.
The first week when we sat together in a circle and lit the candle I don’t think
any of us knew quite
how it would go. One or
two of us had done
BYOT at least once before
and we agreed that it
was as much about getting to know each other
(and ourselves) better
than being more certain
of our theology. I think
that proved to be the
case as we became more
comfortable with each
other as the weeks progressed. We will miss
that opportunity to check
in with each other - if
not the invitation to pick
up coloured pencils and
do some drawing.
It was in October 2011
that Celia led a group of
us, which included me,
my husband John, Sue
Parry, Don Kerr, Gwyneth Raymond and possibly others who still attend the
Chapel - apologies if you have fond memories of that and I have left you out. I
found my old notes and it was interesting to see what had changed for me very little actually, although eight years on perhaps a slight shift in perspective.
Reading that sentence back to myself something struck me: Wow - how could I
write that? In those eight years I have gained a deeper understanding of what
the Unitarian faith or movement is about, but also I was ordained as an Inter3

faith minister, got married again and, in August, was appointed Minister of the
Chapel. All life-changing events, but I think that as I have aged (not too gracefully!) I am starting to see my life as one long continuum, rather than as a series
of chapters in a book with beginnings and endings. We are continually changing; hopefully feeling that we are growing even as our bodies age.
A year has ended. We are into the 20s again. What has ended for you and
what will begin for you this year? Some things will be planned and other things
will take you by surprise. But what is important to us as a Chapel family is that
we are there for each other - able to share the good and the bad and, hopefully, help each other along the road. May you look back on 2020 as a good year
for you whatever it brings.
Rev Mandy.

LILITH
Lilith, in Hebrew legend, was Adam's first partner, who escaped from the Garden of
Eden as she refused to be subservient to Adam. Many scholars think the serpent
who 'tempted' Eve is a representation of Lilith, who through Eve in the Genesis
story brought self-awareness to humanity, and that this event symbolised the rise
of self-conscious, thinking, homo sapiens from instinctive vertebrates.
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HAIKUS
Haikus composed on the BYOT Course:

What is the meaning
of this life we are living?
I don't know, do you?

Heart of stone softens
A tree sighs, open its leaves
And I understand

and
Here we are once more;
Talking, sharing, discussing,
Body, mind and soul.
Fran

and
Barefoot in wet grass
Dance and laugh and drink the rain
The spirit is free.
Pat H
Meaning of Life
Search stars or sea deeps,
Cherry blossom, antlered stag,
Then look in your heart.
John C

God is inside us
If we choose to see that - so......
Be still and listen
Rosie
There is good in all
Light is stronger than darkness
That's the way it is
Sue G

Here in the present
It is all as it should be
Be content inside
Phil

And one Jo wrote some years ago:
Life is a mystery
We're here for a purpose
Not just to fill roles

Lilith, Eden's crone
Flew out as the crow would fly
Into the wild dark.

and
BYOT is over
A precious time of sharing
learning and growing
Susan B

Returned as serpent
To show Eve the way of dark
And also of light.
Lilith, reviled hag,
Serpent, scapegoat for all ills,
You opened our eyes.

Love Humanity
Respect Mother Earth's creatures
Honour your own Self.
Jo

See note on Lilith on previous page.
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Open Space. December.
After another good gathering with ten of us today. These are some of the things we discussed:
How we were feeling.
Anxiety re politics and the election.
Anxiety re the environment.
System change is required to solve many problems.
Why do a lot of people not think?
How we can influence others.
How to find out the truth - more fact-checking is happening.
Right-wing owners of much of the press - a problem.
How politicians are questioned - why don't they get asked for evidence for a given statement?
Facebook and computers and how we are being spied on.
'Feedback' on Radio 4 - an opportunity to air our views on programmes.
How do we keep going? Responses: Being in the moment. Being in a wood or by a river.
Try not to be in the future (worrying) or in the past (regretting). Counting our blessings gratitude. 'There is always something I can do'. Working on myself. Shamanic journey.
Look after the child inside. Writing as therapy. A spiritual practice. Being part of something bigger. Structure, routine, set goals. Connection with nature, other humans and self.
Planning for biodiversity. We need to ask SLDC to take biodiversity needs into account
during planning decisions. Ask SLDC to send weekly planning list.
Hourglass newspaper produced by Extinction Rebellion - available from Wendi.
'Another Weigh' is taking over Nude Shop. Join for £30. £15 for students and O.A.Ps. If
you join before Christmas, you will get 10% off for 15 months.
What does 'home' mean?
Thursday 12 December. Buddhist Group of Kendal (Theravada). Luang Poh Sudhiro
led a meeting and meditation session for Buddhist Group of Kendal (Theravada) and
Keswick Buddhist Group to celebrate the 30th anniversary (on 4 th December 2019) of the
1989 founding of the Keswick Buddhist Group. Buddhist Monk, Bhikkhu Jatapanno, accompanied Luang Poh Sudhiro. The monks were offered a dana lunch on Friday 13 th
December in Kendal. In Buddhism, generosity and offering food to monks are seen as
important meritorious acts.
Luang Poh Sudhiro visited Kendal in 2011 and held a meeting at the Unitarian Chapel
on 22nd March, and a meeting at Castle Street Centre in 2015.
At the Civara Dana ceremony of Sammapatipadarama Monastery on 21st November
2010, a member of the Sangha Supreme Council of Thailand bestowed the title of
Phrakhruvinayadhara on Abbot Luang Poh Sudhiro. The title is in recognition of one who
upholds the vinaya [monastic rules] in an exemplary fashion. This title emanates from the
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King of Thailand. There are only 10 holders in the whole Sangha. Consequently, it is extremely prestigious. It is in recognition of Luang Poh Sudhiro's outstanding work for the
Dhamma [Buddhism].
KUMEN December Lecture.
For the second talk of this winter’s series of wildlife-themed presentations we were very
pleased to welcome Kate Jackson from the Cumbria Wildlife Trust. She has much experience in developing and maintaining large gardens having worked in several of the larger
country houses in this part of the UK.
Named after a small tributary of the River Eden, Gosling Sike is the Trust's newly acquired organic working farm (2012) and the site
of its northern office. Importantly, the farm is
integral to education and was given to the Trust
as a key place for training and learning. She was
appointed to develop a ‘Lost Words’ themed
garden based on the award-winning book by
Jackie Morris and Robert MacFarlane, The Lost
Words, as the best way to link young people with
nature art, poetry and words. So, what is ‘Lost Words’ all about?
For several years, the Oxford Junior Dictionary has been dropping
words that have been losing currency amongst children; words like
conker, bramble, acorn, kingfisher, and many others. The words were
‘lost’ to the younger generation and are indicative of a society where
children are losing touch with the natural world, and experiencing less
and less outside. Words allow us to give things names - from emotions to birds, plants and animals. Without the right words we cannot
name, love, or - ultimately - save them. So a spell book was published, in 2017, by Robert Macfarlane and Jackie Morris, which has
been very successful in drawing attention to this disturbing trend. Ultimately, the objective
is to make sure that every primary-school-aged child in the country has access to the
book, and that teachers are provided with the tools to bring it alive.
Kate’s talk was excellent and extended to much information on their new Training Centre at Gosling Sike, and it was agreed that KUMEN will endeavour to arrange a visit to the
site this Spring/Summer. Apparently the local pub is well worth a visit so that’s a definite
then !!!!!!!
DC
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The Engraver’s Tale
Everyone will have seen the small but
ornate memorial to Sarah Garside, who
died on 3rd January 1852. It is on the
back wall of the Chapel and was engraved by her husband, William Crowther Garside. I always show it to visitors. On the stone, William uses different scripts and includes an urn, upturned torch and ley; and he calls her a
faithful wife and affectionate mother. I
am sure he held her in great esteem
but I always feel that the stone is also
a little bit of an advert for his skills, especially as he includes all his details at the
foot. That was all I knew until Craig Benson, from Parker and Jackson, came
round a few weeks ago to look at our memorials. Craig has a great knowledge
of local memorials and he told me William Garside’s story. My thanks are due to
him for sending me all the following information.
William Garside was born in Elland in Yorkshire in 1798 and died in Kendal
on 21st April 1871. His obituary makes interesting reading. Here is part of it:

“Mr. Garside, who was originally a cropper, had for a good many years practised engraving of different kinds, which he had taught himself, and still more lately pursued oilpainting, equally self-taught. The labours of his graver were of late chiefly applied to the
lettering of inscriptions on articles in various metals, from a silver salver or goblet to an
umbrella handle, in which he exhibited considerable artistic skill, and the oil-paintings
he executed were chiefly of a landscape kind. To eke out the subsistence which these
pursuits afforded him he applied himself to tomb-stone cutting, and in grim moments
perhaps of dissatisfaction with the inadequacy of his art remuneration, he had carved
his own tomb-stone, leaving everything complete except the date of his death. Mr. Garside, who was of somewhat reserved habits, also cultivated music with some success.
He was formerly a member of the band of the Yeomanry Cavalry.”
William Garside was also the first organist at the Chapel, probably in 1845.
A cropper, by the way, is one who shears the nap from woollen cloth. William
Garside worked in Kidd’s Yard, off Highgate, somewhere behind the HSBC. His
work can be found in graveyards from Cartmel to Selside. By the time he died,
the Chapel graveyard had been closed and he is buried in the cemetery on Parkside Road. It is sad to relate, however, that the tombstone he had carved himself was never erected and his grave is unmarked; for as the poet says: “The
best laid schemes o’mice an’ men gang aft a-gley.”
It is interesting to note that other memorials on the wall of the Chapel also
name the engraver but in a much more restrained way.
John C.
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Batteries Not Included
It is Christmas Day today
And all are full of cheer;
But I lie freezing on the step—
I always sleep right here.
I never get to go inside
And join in all the fun;
I’m what they call a yard dog
When all is said and done.
I can hear the children playing
As my head lies on my paws;
This time just last year
I was a gift from Santa Claus.
I don’t know what I did wrong
To be shut out in the yard;
I only lived inside six months,
Since then my life’s been hard.
The snow is falling heavily now—
I’m just a block of ice;
And when I breathe the cold, cold air,
My lungs feel like a vice.
A miracle then came to pass:
An angel did appear;
She glowed and I could feel the heat
As she floated near.
She reached out her hand and beckoned,
It was such a sight to see—
She smiled and said: “Good dog,
It is time to come with me.

I will take you to the bridge
Where all the good dogs go.
You can play there in the sunshine;
There will be no freezing snow.”
My bag of bones stood up then,
I shook the snow from off my fur
And, as I slowly followed,
This is what I said to her:
“I am not a good dog though,
In that I think you’re wrong.
No one would shut a good dog
In the garden for so long.”
The angel turned and smiled
As I walked with head hung low.
Then she said: “I’m sorry,
I thought that you would know
You really are a good dog.
The reason your time is up
Is that it’s just unfortunate
You were born a Christmas pup.”
I now live at the Rainbow Bridge
And I am filled with joy;
But remember this at Christmas time:
A dog is not a toy
To clarify this message
To which I have alluded,
Animals are living things:
Batteries are not included.
Author Unknown
Submitted by John C
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Every Sunday at Chapel. Meditation. 10:15 -10:45 am.
Join us for meditation in the small meeting room behind the kitchen. Sometimes
we play soft music throughout and other times we meditate in silence – the
group decides at the start of each session. You are all very welcome to enjoy a
peaceful start to the day.
Debbie Mayes
Monthly Service for Unity and Global Peace. 2:00 pm. Chapel Gap, Storth
Road, Storth, LA7 7JL. Organised by the Tau Community of St. Francis, this is an
Interfaith service on the first Sunday of every month at the Monastery, where
members of the Tau Family join local people in a service for global unity and
peace. All warmly welcome. The service lasts about an hour. More details from
Rob Crompton, 01524 762292 – or just turn up.
NB. If any of the Unitarian chapel members would like to come and join us after your
chapel service and partake of homemade up and bread from the monks’ kitchen, say
12:30-1:00 pm before the service starts, sothen they are indeed most welcome, but, if
they could email me at: brothersean@btinternet.com before the Sunday to confirm so we
don’t run out of soup/s.
Br Sean

MORNING PRAYERS via Lifestream and Facebook.
As an alternative to using the Daily Prayer Channel on Lifestream, why not come
and join me for Morning Prayers (09:00 am) and Evening Vespers (05:00 pm
GMT) live every morning and evening on our Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/celticfranciscanmonk. Morning and evening prayers, where
we are called by Holy Father Mother God to raise the Earth’s vibration ~ One
Collective Consciousness ♥
Brother Sean
Every Wednesday. 9:15 - 11:30 am. Knit and Natter. Organised by Kendal
Yarn Buds. Bring your knitting and come and chat over coffee. More info:
www.facebook.com/groups/KendalYarnBuds/ Or just turn up and join in!
Saturday 4 January. 2:00 – 3:30 pm. Drumming Circle. Schoolroom. £3 a
session. Please let Mandy know if you plan to come and are not already on her
mailing list.
Kendal Unitarian Chapel Men’s Group Autumn/Winter Programme.
Cumbria - Its People Flora and Fauna. A second series of monthly illustrated talks at the Unitarian Chapel, Branthwaite Brow, Kendal. All talks will
commence at 2:00 pm. Wednesday 8 January: Recollections of a Retired
Lake District Ranger by David Birkett. All welcome.
DC
Saturday 9 January. 12:30 - 3:00 pm. SPSG (Spiritual and Psychic
Studies Group). Chapel School Room. The Existence of the Soul . A talk by
John Rogers, with time for discussion and questions afterwards. The meeting
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starts at 1:15 pm, but do bring your own lunch for 12:30 and enjoy the time we
have to socialise together before the meeting. Drinks provided. Angela Rogers
Monday 13 January. 10:00 am - 12.30 pm. Open Space.
Small Meeting Room. All welcome.

Rosie.

Saturday 18 January. 1:00 pm. Eid meal. Chapel Schoolroom. A warm
welcome is extended to Chapel members from our Moslem friends. Contact John
C or Hassan Burrows for more info.
Sunday 19 January. 2:00 - 4:30 pm. Open Meeting BGKT Buddhist
Group of Kendal (Theravada). Castle Street Community Centre, Castle
Street, Kendal LA9 7AD. All welcome. Free. Donations towards room hire welcome. Meetings led by lay teachers authorized by the Sangha [Community of
Buddhist Monks] 01539-729793. bgkt@etherway.net.
Saturday 25 January. 10:00 for 10:30 - 3:30. Christian Meditation in
Cumbria. Wesley Room, Ambleside Parish Centre, Vicarage Rd, Ambleside LA22
9DH. Love – The Golden Thread of the Mystics by Bob Morley.
A Day of Gathering for the community; centring around our one-ness in the stillness and
silence of meditation. We will trace our origin, our life journey and destiny, with wisdom
sayings from Mystics past and present, and poetry. There will also be lectio divina, and
time for sharing and discussion. Bring own food, drinks provided. No charge, but a recommended donation £10 is asked. Please contact
Bob Morley rgm1@live.co.uk / 07704 419526

Until 3 January. Daily 10:30 am - 4:00
pm. Weaving Water Woven Land. Exhibition of work by British Tapestry Group: Scottish Regional Group. Farfield Mill, Garsdale Road, Sedbergh, LA10 5LW. See IFC.
Saturday 25 January. Global Day of
Protest Against 5G. Info: 5G Global Protest

Day Facebook page, which has a list of companies who have either already launched satellites
or are planning to do so in the early months of
2020. 51,800 listed, with some companies, such
as Facebook itself, refusing to give details but
saying they have plans for ‘thousands’. Once
these are up and running (by July 2020 it is said)
and linked to the 5G towers and street units, we
will truly be in a grid matrix of life-harming, military-weapons-grade EMF frequencies.
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CHAPEL MEMBERSHIP
If you have been coming to the Chapel for six months or more, you may like to
consider joining as a member. There are two requirements: 1) You need to be
in sympathy with the beliefs, values and ethos of our chapel and of the Unitarian movement; 2) You will need to participate fully in our Envelope Scheme,
which means you have an envelope for every Sunday in the year in which you
put your donations for the Chapel and the Unitarian HQ (the GA or General Assembly).
The Chapel has to pay the GA £35 p.a. for each member – the Quota. This
helps to pay for the running and maintenance of the GA. So, if you become a
member, we ask you to please contribute more than £35 p.a., because only
money which you pay above £35 goes to help our own Chapel’s funds. We try to
keep the Chapel in the best possible spiritual and physical health and this, in
turn, takes a lot of money.
There are advantages too! You are entitled to ask for financial support if you
want to go on a Unitarian-based course or project (each case is considered
separately by the Trustees). You are also entitled to vote on matters concerning
the Chapel, and also on Unitarian issues, e.g. when a new national Executive
Committee member is elected. You also get a chalice badge!
Please talk to me if you are thinking of joining and I can give you more details
and (I hope) answer any questions you may have.

Jo Rogers
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KENDAL UNITARIAN CHAPEL
Nurturing faith. Embracing life. Celebrating difference.
charity number 236829
https://kendalunitarians.com/
WELCOME to Kendal Unitarians
Unitarians are very different





We don't have a particular set of beliefs that we expect you to agree with. Everyone who
comes to the chapel is free to discover their own spiritual path.
We welcome people on any point of their spiritual journey: those who have been seeking
elsewhere or those whose journey has only just begun.
We believe everyone has the right to seek truth and meaning for themselves in mutual
respect, and that reason and conscience are our best guides.
We celebrate the variety of spiritual and ethical viewpoints held by people in our congregation. All are equally welcome and add to the richness of life in our Chapel.
Women’s League
Kendal Unitarians have supported the ational Unitarian ovement for many years.
Like many groups, Kendal now finds that it can no longer provide the structure
of secretary, treasurer, and chair; membership numbers and attendees have
now dropped to the point that the group is no longer viable.
It has been decided that Kendal Women’s League withdraws from the ‘official
aspects’ of the national movement, except for giving financial and moral support
to the movement including, as we are able, fund raising for the national project
which, this year, is the charity ‘Smile Train’.
It very impressive that in recent years the League has collected for:
2015: Alzheimers Society (Singing for the Brain) - £9,100
2016: Unitarian College, Manchester - £6,000
2017: National Deaf Children’s Society - £9,000
2018: Prostate Cancer UK - £9,400
In the past 41 years, the League has raised £247,192.
We should all give our heartfelt thanks to those who have supported and organized Kendal Unitarian Women’s League over the generations; most recently,
Sally, Marjorie and Peggy, and many more who have been so loyal to the movement.
Ann W
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2.

1.

Answers page 25

Place the numbers 2 to 9 in
the circles so that each
side adds up to 17.

4. Which number completes the sequence?
6 643 607 7 915 866 8 737 ?
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5.

Using six contiguous straight lines,
connect all of the sixteen circles.
6

8

4 2

8

?

8

5 7

9

1

4

3 6

5

6. What number
should replace
the ?

7. If 101 D = 101 Dalmatians, what are these?

8. What is this person doing?

30 P of S
4 S on a D B
8 D in a W B T B
N 10 D S
270 D in T Q of a C
95 M L T
9. What words or
phrases are represented here?
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International Holocaust Remembrance Day
27 January 2020 is an international memorial day commemorating the tragedy of the
Holocaust that occurred during the Second World War: genocide that resulted in the
deaths of 6 million Jews and 11 million others, by the Nazi regime and its collaborators. It
was designated by the United Nations General Assembly resolution 60/7 on 1 November
2005 during the 42nd plenary session.
Holocaust Memorial Day 2020 marks 75 years since the liberation by the Red Army of
Auschwitz-Birkenau, the largest Nazi concentration and death camp. It also marks the
25th anniversary of the Genocide in Bosnia. The theme for this year's memorial day is:
Stand Together.
Don’t be content in your life just to do no wrong,
be prepared every day to try and do some good.
Sir Nicholas Winton, who rescued 669 children from Nazi-occupied Europe.
The Holocaust, Nazi persecution of other groups and each subsequent genocide, was
enabled by ordinary citizens not standing with their targeted neighbours. Today there is
increasing division in communities across the UK and the world. Now more than ever, we
need to stand together with others in our communities in order to stop division and the
spread of identity-based hostility in our society

A Woman Tells the Story of Surviving the Holocaust — In 36 Fabric Pictures
The Nisenthal family, including daughter Esther, lived on a farm in
Mniszek in central Poland. In October 1942, the Nazis ordered all
the Jews in the village to report for “relocation.” “Take your money
and your jewellery,” the Nazis ordered. But they needn’t bother with
food. They were told, “There will be lots of food where you’re going.”
Esther, aged 15, refused to go, however, and ran away with her 13-year-old sister Mania, across the fields behind their home. They hid in a haystack while her family and all
the Jews in town were taken away, on a dark day, with a heavy sky of clouds, the air
filled with panic and crows everywhere, inexplicably en masse overhead.
The girls changed their identities to Josephine and Maria Grochowiezka. After many
adventures, they secured work with a farmer.
After the war, Esther met and married Max Krinitz in a displaced persons camp and, in
1949, Esther, Max and their daughter, Bernice, immigrated to the United States. (Mania
married Lipa Kalenberg and moved to Israel, then later to the United States.)
When Esther turned 50, she began sewing her memories into art, creating 36 meticulously-stitched panels that went on to become an exhibit that has now toured the world.
Her art also appears in the book: Memories of Survival, which can be purchased from
Amazon.com.
Fran
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Memories of Survival
Hardback.
Publisher: Art and Remembrance
ISBN-13: 978-0615357270
The embroidered panels can be seen here:
https://artandremembrance.org/esther-krinitz/fabric-of-survival/
If you click on an image a short description of the scene can be
read.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCvlhYCKruQ
This inspiring 30-minute award-winning documentary examines the life of Esther Nisenthal Krinitz – how she survived the Holocaust as a teenager and how she came to tell her
life story in a series of 36 fabric collage and embroidered panels.
Our nation was built on slavery and colonialism, the legacy of which lives on in the
Windrush scandal. Yet some people believe we’re a ‘beacon of tolerance’.
A single black MP, Diane Abbott, receives half of all the online abuse sent to female
MPs.
Racism .... is not a metaphor – a symbol for incompetence, boorishness, impoliteness or
stupidity. Nor is it a state of mind – a deficiency of the soul, heart, intellect, emotion or
spirit. Racism is a systemic form of discrimination, with a centuries-old legacy, that
shapes lived experience today. As such, it cannot be weaponised because it is already a
weapon. As well as denying people employment, housing, education, equality, human
rights, safety and opportunity, it can literally kill.
Racism can, however, be deployed. It may galvanise, distract, deflect, distort, scapegoat and marginalise. It is an incredibly effective tool for dividing people and giving a
sense of superiority to those to whom you have nothing material to offer.
Half of all religious hate crimes in England and Wales are directed against Muslims, the
religious group most disproportionately underrepresented in parliament and overrepresented among the poor.
Extracts from a Guardian article by Gary Young. Kindly sent to me by Hassan Burrows. If
you would like to read the complete article, here is the link: www.theguardian.com/
commentisfree/2019/nov/29/britain-history-racism-infects-politics-slavery-windrush?
CMP=share_btn_link or go onto the Guardian website and enter ‘Gary Younge, Racism’
in the search box.
Fran
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A Little of our History as a Chapel
The year 2020 will be upon us with this edition of The Fellowship and so I
thought to write a little about the Chapel’s founder, Caleb Rotheram the Elder.
He was born on 7 March 1694 at Great Salkeld near Penrith, where his family
held land, including the farm of Rotheram Green. He was educated at Great
Blencow Free Grammar School and then studied for the ministry at Whitehaven
Academy under Thomas Dixon, MA (Edinburgh), and later MD (Aberdeen). He
also studied mathematics, probably under John Barclay, MA (Edinburgh). Caleb
excelled in maths and in natural philosophy, the forerunner of modern science.
He later obtained the degrees of MA and DD from Edinburgh. In 1716 he came
to Kendal, at which time the Dissenters’ Chapel was on the Fellside at the foot
of Cliff Brow. His congregation soon increased to over 200 and in 1720 he
brought the Chapel down into the centre of the town, where it still stands. It
was built by public subscription and the sale of seats. Donations came from far
and wide, the biggest collections being from Dumfries and Whitehaven. At that
time access was through Ralphford Hall Yard (now Masons’ Yard) and up steps
as Branthwaite Brow was lined with shops. In 1733 he established the Kendal
Academy, which lasted until his death in 1752.
It is with Caleb Rotheram that the Chapel began to take on its present form.
The early ministers at the Fellside Chapel, though dissenters, had been strictly
orthodox in theology and of Calvinist persuasion, but Samuel Audland, his immediate predecessor, seems to have been more liberal. In a sermon preached in
Penruddock in 1708 he said: “You are not made for yourselves alone; your Business here is to help in making this World better; and if the Age you live in be
not better for you, it will be worse.” This sentiment is surely as relevant today as
it was then. Since the days of Caleb Rotheram there has never been any doctrinal test for minister or members at this Chapel and early gravestones repeat
this love of liberty. The 18th century was a time of seeking and exploration and
many clergymen, even in the Established Church, were questioning hitherto accepted ideas about religion and the factual nature of the Bible. Expressions of
Unitarian thought were still legally proscribed but were becoming more common
and the law eventually caught up with reality in 1813, when penalties were removed. That there was considerable toleration and exchange of ideas is shown
by the fact that Caleb Rotheram was buried in Hexham Abbey where a tablet to
his memory was placed on the wall.

The Inscription
Caleb Rotheram the Elder became ill in late 1751. The following spring he went
to stay in Hexham with his eldest son, John Rotheram, MD, who was in practice
there and there he died on 8th June 1752. He was buried in the Abbey Church,
where the following tablet was erected to his memory. It ran as follows:
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To the Memory of
Caleb Rotheram, late of Kendal, D.D.
who successfully united
The Force of Genius and Industry
In the Cause of
Religion, Truth and Liberty.
The Holy Scriptures
were his Favourite study,
The Doctrine which he taught,
And the Rule of his Life.
With ardent Piety,
Extensive Knowledge,
Unlimited Benevolence,
and Rational Affection
He adorned the Characters
Of Minister, Tutor, Parent, and Friend.
He died June VIII. MDCCLII.
Aged LVIII.
This tablet, described as ‘a black slab inserted in a handsome stone edged with
white’ no longer exists. Andrew looked for it a few weeks ago. It was probably
destroyed in 1871, when the Abbey suffered a drastic ‘restoration’. I would venture to suggest that the 18th-century spirit of inquiry had, by the late 19th century, given place to more rigid religious views, and so one might surmise that its
presence no longer suited the new orthodoxy.
John C.

Who Am I?
I am the youngest of five.
I have had a near-death experience.
I once appeared in a national newspaper as a 'fell-running shepherdess’.
My favourite book is Siddhartha by Herman Hesse.
I loved Latin at school.
I was in the same class at school as a relative of David Lloyd George.
One thing I will never regret is looking after my parents before they died.
My favourite pop star when I was at school was David Bowie.
I have over 30 cousins.
When I was around 13, my friends and I were avid readers of horror stories,
something I would never do now.
Last month’s Who Am I? was Katie Hall.
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Pictures in the Vestry
People may have noticed the reappearance of several pictures on the Vestry walls. These have
been set with almost invisible glass and reframed. The largest one is an engraved copy of a painting by John Rogers Herbert (1810–1890), probably painted in 1847. It was engraved by Jean
Joseph Ernest Gambart (1814–1902). Gambart was a Belgian, who moved to London in 1840 and
set up as an art publisher and dealer. In 1844, he moved to 25 Berners Street, off Oxford Street.
He supported many artists, with whom his dealings were considered to be scrupulously fair. He
became very wealthy, throwing lavish parties at his house near Regent’s Park and owning a mansion on the Riviera and a chateau in Belgium.
Underneath the engraving is written the following in very fine print:
Assertion of Liberty of Conscience by the Independents in the Westminster Assembly of Divines,
1644.
“We were all Highlie Offended with him… All Cryed him Downe.”
London, E. Gambart & Co. Berners St.
The Westminster Assembly first met in 1643 to discuss Church government in England. The dominant opinion was for the establishment of a Presbyterian structure to replace the Episcopalian
system, thus bringing the Church of England into line with the Church of Scotland. A minority dissented. Philip Nye (1595–1672) was a staunch Congregationalist (sometimes referred to as an
‘Independent’, although he rejected this term), who believed that each local church should run its
own affairs. The picture shows him making a controversial speech against Presbyterianism and
the quotation refers to the reaction of his opponents, especially the Scots. The English Parliament
favoured the Presbyterians but Cromwell and many in his New Model Army supported the Congregationalists and believed in limited religious toleration for Christians of different (at least Trinitarian) persuasions, whatever form the ‘national’ church might take. Incidentally, the painting and
engraving are said to depict individuals who were present on that occasion.
The second picture is a beautiful contemporary portrait in silhouette of the Reverend John Harrison, minister of the Chapel from 1796 to 1833. On the reverse of the mount is written in a very fine
hand the following inscription:
Mr. Harrison was about 6 feet 6 inches in height & was well known as Parson Harrison, or “t’lang
Parson” or “t’high Priest” – His Portrait painted by S. Crosthwaite 2’9” x2’3” was sent to his Grandson, Geo Harrison at Kingston, Jamaca (sic) June 1869 by Walter Meggitt.
The third picture is of a woodcut of the Chapel seen through the arch. It has a wonderful sense of
depth. It is numbered 16 of 125 and is signed in pencil ‘Geo. F. Reiss’ and dated 1958. The artist’s
father, George Reiss, was born in Buchenmuhle in Germany in about 1859 and married a Kendal
lass, Ellen Hine. He opened a pork butcher’s shop at 14/15 Market Place, which was later run by
his two sons, George Francis, born in 1894 and known as Frank, and Conrad, born in 1898. Frank
taught himself to draw, to paint and to make woodcuts and wood engravings. He especially loved
to depict flowers and his talent was widely recognised, for he was a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Arts, a Member of the Royal Cambrian Academy and of the Lake Artists’ Society, and Chairman of
the Kendal Art Society. He died in 1973. This engraving was given to the Chapel by Michael Winstanley.
John C
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The Small Child Within.
A small child lies within us all.
At the very beginning that small child reaches out a hand;
that hand needs to be held, for in the holding comes a connection,
a sense of belonging is born,
the power of unity, one to another, is realised.
For most this sense flourishes
through the give, take and security of family life,
the affection and loyalty of friends,
the joy of loving relationships,
the comradeship of a group or community;
through these a sense of place, and unity, is acknowledged.
To attain this is a privilege we should honour by reaching out and drawing others in.
By reaching out to those who are displaced, on the edge, invisible.
The hands they needed cruelly ripped from their grasp
in a world torn apart by war, ravaged by climate change,
destroyed by acts of pure arrogance and greed.
A greed that values human life as yet another commodity,
with the power-hungry employing tactics to divide us all,
inciting conflict, hatred and fear.
But we, in solidarity, can search for unity and we can find it,
in the reconciliation of our differences, in the recognition of our similarities,
in the power and peace of crossing boundaries and coming together,
in reaching out a hand.
Remember, a small child lies within us all.
A New Year Prayer:
May Light always surround you;
Hope kindle and rebound you.
May your Hurts turn to Healing;
Your Heart embrace Feeling.
May Wounds become Wisdom;
Every Kindness a Prism.
May Laughter infect you;
Your Passion resurrect you.
May Goodness inspire
your Deepest Desires.
Through all that you Reach For,
May your arms Never Tire.

Submitted and written by Denise Bristow.

by D. Simone
Submitted by Ann W.
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A Franciscan Vision for Blessing in Advance
As a Franciscan and member of the Tau Community of Saint Francis, we envision living
is a world where people everywhere have learned to bless their endeavours, projects,
and creative works before starting: where the carpenter blesses the house before he
drives the first nail, where the computer expert blesses the day's work before striking the
first key, where the teacher blesses the students, the lumberjack blesses the trees, the
farmer blesses the land, the leader blesses the people, and the soldier blesses the enemy before setting out for the day. We see a world where every one of us has experienced problems solved, obstacles overcome, solutions found, and great works completed because we have learned to bless our work in advance.
We see everyone having seen the direct relationship between blessing and achieving
success. Accordingly, we see a world full of happy people because we have all risen to
our highest calling now that we are remembering to bless our endeavours in advance.
As you line up with this Vision, it becomes your Vision too!
(Rev) Brother Sean TCOSF
Pastoral ambassador for the Tau Franciscan Community of Interfaith Franciscans
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Christmas Tree Festival.
Many thanks to everyone who helped make Christmas Tree decorations for our
‘Swallows and Amazons’ themed tree for the festival. Lots of chapel members and
friends took my ‘colour, cut and glue kits' to make pirates or bunting and the ‘sew a felt
boat' kits . Also, thanks to Debbie, Susan and John C, who came down to the Parish
Church to decorate it. A very big thanks to everyone who helped, which made the job
enjoyable for me. I felt well supported and also chatted to folk I hadn’t previously spoken to. So, because of all of this I have recklessly said I would co-ordinate the tree in
2020!! The theme is ‘musicals’ - so plenty that will make a good display possible; suggestions taken from early next year.
Jan

One to watch:
A Unified Harmonic Matrix: Quantum Geometry and the Physics of Consciousness. www.youtube.com/watch?v=fE_gJ2OHw10
What is Consciousness? Journey to the heart of spacetime itself, and discover the quantum geometry of the fundamental lattice of energy which composes all things. From first
principles, Adam Apollo will share leading edge developments in Unified Physics, and
their application in understanding the mechanisms of consciousness and the spiritual
faculties of being. Explore the microcosm, metacosm, biocosm, and macrocosm, and
discover the fractal holographic synergy between all layers of the Universe, and the ways
each layer relates to our experiential awareness. Interweaving the work of Buckminster
Fuller, Nassim Haramein, Max Planck, Albert Einstein, and other great thinkers of our
Age, gain a transcendent and unifying view of our ongoing dance of self-discovery. Explore the fundamentals of dimensionality from both physics and consciousness perspectives, and unfold the geometry of the pentagram, hexagram, and heptagram, and their
relationship to the fundamental structures of spacetime itself.
Drag Queen Story Hour.
This is a growing trend in America and is spreading from libraries
to churches. The Park Church, a Lutheran ministry in Greenpoint,
Brooklyn, held its first Drag Queen Story Hour recently, with Drag
Queen The Rev. Yolanda, who is known for her "Church With a 2
Drink Minimum" slogan at various spiritual events. Sunday attendees were greeted by drag queen Sparke Leigh, complete in
purple dress, makeup, high heels and a glitter beard, who later read the children a story from the
book Pride: The Story of Harvey Milk and the Rainbow Flag. The Ames United Church of Christ in
Iowa held a drag queen and king contest in which children dressed in drag and paraded around,
skirting the legal line of child sexual abuse. Article here: https://www.prophecynewswatch.com/
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JANUARY AT A GLANCE
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

1
2
3
4
5

Mon
Tues
Wed

6
7
8

Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

9
10
11
12

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri

27
28
29
30
31

Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Leaving Stuff Behind

Drumming Circle 2:00 - 3:30
Led by Rev Mandy Reynolds

Communion Service. Led by Rev Griff Jones.
John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning
Knit & Natter 9:15 – 11:30
Kumen Lecture 2:00 pm. David Birkett.

Recollections of a Retired Lake District Ranger
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by John Pickering .
Equality and Diversity – a Reality Check for 2020

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning

Knit & Natter 9:15 – 11:30
Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00

Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by Kendal Baha’is

World Religion Day: a Baha’i Perspective

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning

Knit & Natter 9:15 – 11:30

Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by Rev Mandy Reynolds

Standing Together: a Service for Holocaust Memorial Day.
John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning

Knit & Natter 9:15 – 11:30

Open House at 1 Church Walk, Kendal, from 2pm.
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January Coffee Morning Rota
DATE

COFFEE / COUNTER WASH UP
TEA PREP

Wed 1

DRYING /
PUTTING
AWAY

CLOSED

Sat 4

Debbie

Jo

Pat

Malcolm

Wed 8

Debbie

Malcolm

David G

?

Sat 11

Fred

Rosie

Gaynor

?

Wed 15

Katie

Rosie

Ann K

?

Sat 18

Phil

Marilyn

Mark

?

Wed 22

Rob

Annette

David B

Sat 25
Wed 29

Thank you to everyone
on the rota. New
volunteers are always
welcome; it is a good
way to get to know
your fellow Unitarians
better. If you can help
with any of the vacant
slots, please contact
Debbie on 07946
763948 or email

dmayes454@btinteret.com

SCOPE CHARITY COFFEE MORNING
Debbie

Malcolm

David G

?

Any views expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and
do not necessarily express the views of the editor, committee or trustees.

January Chalice
Lighters
5
12
19
26

Debbie
Mark
Dave B
Andrew

Deadline for next
issue: 26 Jan

Answers: 1. Code: Read backwards. Quick, they are onto you. Put plan four

Mandy
Karen
?
?

into action./ 2.
/ 3. The woman is in a hospital lift.
The lift stops between floors, indicating a power failure. Her mother is on a life
-support machine. / 4. Answer: 673. The third number in each set is the
second number minus the square of the first number. /

5
12
19
26

5.
/ 6. Answer: 4. In each column the middle row minus half the top row = the bottom row. / 7. 30 pieces of silver / 4 strings on a
double bass / Eight Days A Week by The Beatles / Number 10 Downing
Street / Degrees in Three Quarters of a Circle / 95 Martin Luther Theses / 8.
Dreaming of a white Christmas. / 9. Men out of work / Tongs (T on Gs) / Missing You / Sold down the river

January Flower Rota
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MINISTER: Rev Amanda Reynolds
Spiritual matters, pastoral care and weddings, baptisms and funerals.
Mobile: 07545 375721 / amandareynolds1@me.com

CHAPEL OFFICERS
Chair

Mrs Ann Wilcox

Treasurer

Mr John Campbell, 1 Church Walk, Kirkland, Kendal, Cumbria
LA9 5AG. ajlcampbell@yahoo.com
01539 232172

Organists

Ms Jo Rogers Underscar, Brigsteer, Nr Kendal LA8 8AN
015395 68631
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Mrs Fran Pickering, 69 Sandylands Rd, Kendal LA9 6JG
01539 721247

booksbyfran@btinternet.com
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Market Place
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https://kendalunitarians.com
https:ww.facebook.com/kendalunitarians

Chapel Christmas lunch. Photos by Helen Jones.
You never know what is enough unless you know what is more than
enough. (!!)
William Blake. Submitted by John C
 BYOT
Group
‘Jacob’s
Join’ on
final day.
Page 3
 Luang Poh
Sudhiro at
Chapel, 2011 &
 with Bhikkhu
Jatapanno,
Kendal, Dec ‘19.

Skywalk House, South Road, Kirkby Stephen, Cumbria, CA17 4SY. 017683 72070

